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ABSTRACT
Clustering web search engine results for ambiguous keyword
searches poses unique challenges. First, we show that one
cannot readily import the frequency based feature ranking
to cluster the web search results as in the text document
clustering. Next, we present TermRank, a variation of the
PageRank algorithm based on a relational graph representa-
tion of the content of web document collections. TermRank
achieves desirable ranking of discriminative terms higher
than the ambiguous terms, and ranking ambiguous terms
higher than common terms. We experiment with two clus-
tering algorithms to demonstrate the efficacy of TermRank.
TermRank is shown to perform substantially better than fre-
quency based classical methods.

Keywords: Web page clustering, term ranking, PageR-
ank, random walk.

1. INTRODUCTION
During Web search, when keyword queries are ambiguous

such as ‘apple’, which appears in various contexts such as
Computers or Fruit, it becomes arduous for a user to identify
the distinct senses of their search terms and find contextual
search results. This problem is further exacerbated when the
user is unable to guess additional discriminative keywords,
such as ‘ipod’, to filter the matches. For example, there are
544 million results returned by Google search engine1 for the
keyword query ‘apple’. A better way to browse the search
results retrieved by a search engine would be to organize
them into clusters with their descriptions (like Vivisimo2,
EigenCluster [3], SnakeT [4] and Grouper [15]) to guide the
user during her search.

The features in Web document clustering are usually gen-
erated from HTML syntax and text in a given collection.
Syntactic features are out of the scope of this work; this pa-
per focuses on exploiting most useful terms in a given Web

1http://www.google.com
2http://www.vivisimo.com
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document collection retrieved from an ambiguous keyword
search such as ‘apple’.

Clustering has been previously applied on text documents [8].
The common practice is to use all the terms as features [13]
in the document collection by generating the term vectors
for each document. Especially in large collections using all
terms explodes the feature space and gives rise to a well-
known problem, “the curse of dimensionality”. It slows
down and reduces the quality of clustering dramatically. To
avoid this problem, one usual method is to use the top-k
best ranked terms as features where k is a reasonable di-
mension for clustering technique to be used. In that case,
the quality of top-k terms needs to be assured by a robust
term ranking method.

Broadly used frequency based term ranking methods are
TF (term frequency) and TF/IDF (term frequency/inverse
document frequency) [13] that penalizes the weights for com-
mon keywords that appear in large number of documents
such as ‘that’, ‘about’, ‘the’ etc. These measures work well
on clustering text documents since text document collec-
tions usually contain focused and mostly relevant vocabu-
lary for their terms. However, clustering web search engine
results for ambiguous keyword searches poses unique chal-
lenges. First, we show that we cannot readily import the
frequency based features to cluster the web search results.
This is due to the nature of the web search results which
(i) usually contain various kinds of irrelevant terms in their
navigational aids, advertisements and links to other pages
and also due to the observation that (ii) Web pages are usu-
ally not as comprehensive as text documents and mostly
cover only fragments of the relevant context. Hence, we
propose to organize terms found in web search results into
three categories: discriminative terms that belong to a spe-
cific context and strongly related with a distinct sense of
the keyword search term, ambiguous terms that have many
senses, and common terms that appear in many distinct
contexts of a keyword search term.

Adjusting term weights based on their category is critical
for building pure clusters of web search results. For exam-
ple, for the keyword search term ‘apple’, the term ‘ipod’
is discriminative in determining that the web documents
matching ‘ipod’ belongs to the ‘computer’ sense of the word.
Where as, a common term such as ‘contact’ or ‘information’
should not carry much weight during clustering.

In this paper we present TermRank, a variation of the
PageRank [11] algorithm based on a relational graph repre-
sentation of the content of web document collections. TermRank
achieves desirable ranking of discriminative terms higher



than the ambiguous terms, and ranking ambiguous terms
higher than common terms. As indicated in [16], traditional
clustering algorithms refine terms after clustering instead
of filtering carefully before clustering [9, 14, 5, 7]. How-
ever, a good term ranking method improves the quality of
the features and helps Web page clustering significantly.
We use two clustering algorithms to demonstrate the effi-
cacy of TermRank: K-means, a popular and efficient clus-
tering algorithm, and SCuBA [1], a state-of-art subspace
clustering algorithm. We show that performances of classi-
cal term ranking methods, TF and TF/IDF, for both K-
means and SCuBA are very close. On the other hand,
TermRank is shown to perform substantially better than
the classical methods for both K-means (purity ≥ +9% and
F-measure ≥ +11%) and SCuBA (purity ≥ +4% and F-
measure ≥ +5%).

2. FREQUENCY BASED TERM RANKING
Term ranking is an essential issue in clustering documents.

Ranking distinguishing terms higher yields better estimation
of similarity between documents and hence higher quality
clustering. Standard frequency based term ranking methods
in Information Retrieval (IR) are:

• Term frequency (TF) is the frequency of a term among
all the terms in the Web page collection, and calculated
as TF (t) = nt

n
where nt is the number of occurrences

of t in the collection and n is the total number of terms
in the collection.

• Term frequency / inverse document frequency TF/IDF [13]
is a method to reduce the bias of term frequency by
penalizing with the document frequency. It is calcu-

lated as TF/IDF (t) = TF (t). lg |W|
|D(t)| where D(t) is

the set of Web pages t appears.

2.1 Analysis on the Web Data
TF/IDF is known to be an effective method for ranking

terms in text document collections. However, Web pages
are not composed of only raw text and the characteristics
of the Web data is different from text documents. We can
distinguish between Web and text document collections by
making the following key observations:

Observation 1. Web pages are usually not as compre-
hensive as text documents and mostly cover only fragments
of the relevant context.

Observation 2. Almost all terms appearing in a text doc-
ument can be considered as relevant within the document’s
context. However, one can observe many context irrelevant
terms which might be part of advertisements, headers or
footers, and navigation aids such as ‘back’, ‘contact’ and
‘search’ within Web pages.

Substantial quality difference between text document clus-
tering and Web page clustering is apparent in experimental
results of [2, 9]. Such results strongly supports our observa-
tions.

We will detail our analysis by investigating the frequency
distributions of frequent terms on the Web data. We also
observe that, all frequent terms can be grouped into three
categories:

• Discriminative terms: These terms typically belong to
a specific context, and they are strongly related with
the context. ‘Mac’, ‘ipod’ and ‘recipe’ are such exam-
ples from apple3 data.

• Ambiguous terms: These terms appear in more than
one context and their degree of relatedness might vary
depending on the context. For instance, ‘software’
and ‘computer’ appear in both Computers and Video
games categories of the ‘apple’ data. However, their
degree of relatedness would not be weak due to the
overlap in the context of categories.

• Common terms: These terms appear in many contexts
in the data. Unlike the ambiguous terms, they have
weak connections with the context that they appear.
Some examples of common terms are ‘email’, ‘contact’,
and ‘search’.

In the rest of the paper important terms refer to both
discriminative and ambiguous terms.

In Web page clustering, ranking discriminative terms higher
than the ambiguous terms, and ranking ambiguous terms
higher than the common terms contribute to high accuracy.
Since contextual relatedness does not depend on the term
frequencies alone and in the Web data common and ambigu-
ous terms have higher frequency characteristics, TF method
would mix the ranks of different types of terms. TF/IDF
is a good measure for penalizing common and ambiguous
terms using inverse document frequency in text collections.
However, it becomes ineffective for ranking ambiguous and
common terms lower than discriminating terms since they
would not appear in sufficiently large numbers due to Obser-
vation 1 of Web collections. As a consequence, TF/IDF gets
into the same pitfalls as the other frequency based methods
such as TF.

To illustrate the similarities of term rankings based on TF
and TF/IDF we ranked the top-200 (out of 24,455) terms
in the apple data. We observed excessive overlap (97%!)
between their rankings and similar weighting of the terms.

Consequently, one cannot merely rely on term frequency
based measures to rank among the three groups of terms
in the preferred orderings described above. Next, we will
present a new ranking method in order to obtain the desired
term rankings for clustering Web search results.

3. EXTRACTING RELATIONAL GRAPH
A relational graph is a weighted undirected graph that

captures the co-occurrence relationship information between
terms in a given Web page collection. The nodes are the
terms in the collection, and the weights on the edges repre-
sent the association strength between the terms. Formally,
we define and initialize a relational graph as follows:

Definition 1 (Relational Graph). A relational graph
G is a weighted undirected graph where the nodes are the
terms and the edge weights are the counts of the correspond-
ing co-occurrence relations in the collection. Assuming wij

as the weight between the terms i and j, wij is the num-
ber of times the edge (i, j) appears in the entire data. The
weight of the node i is initialized as the occurrence of the
corresponding term in the collection.

3The experimental Web page collection is gathered from
http://dmoz.org with ‘apple’ keyword search.



Note that the edges are undirected since association strength
between terms is a bidirectional measure. Extracting con-
textually related terms precisely from Web pages require
deep syntactic and semantic analysis. This problem is out-
side the scope of this paper.

Thus we use a simple heuristic that retrieves only the
blocks in which the search keyword appear within each Web
page. Here, block refers to the text fragments delimited
by a set of pre-determined tags such as ‘<div>’, ‘<span>’,
‘<table>’, ‘<p>’, ‘<ul>’ and ‘<ol>’. Then edges are ini-
tialized as the co-occurrence of terms within such blocks. We
observed that using the entire page for relation extraction
introduces too many irrelevant term associations. For ex-
ample, terms such as ‘copyright’, ‘search’, ‘back’ are almost
always irrelevant to the keyword search context. Our block
based heuristic would reduce their association strengths since
they would rarely co-occur in the same block with the im-
portant terms.

Suppose a relational graph of a Web search result collec-
tion is given. We next propose an efficient algorithm to uti-
lize the relational graph to rank the important terms. We
also observe that different types of terms presented above
have the following association characteristics:

• A discriminative term does not have many neighbors,
but important ones, and its associations are strong.

• An ambiguous term has many neighbors and it has
strong associations as well as weak ones.

• A common term has many neighbors and mostly its
associations are weak.

Figure 1: The fragment of the relational graph of
apple data. Sizes of nodes and thickness of edges
are proportional to their term frequencies and asso-
ciation strengths respectively.

A fragment of a relational graph of apple data is presented
in Figure 1 for illustrative purposes. Discriminative terms
such as ‘mac’ and ‘recipe’ have neighbors with strong asso-
ciations. Common terms such as ‘contact’ and ‘email’ have
many neighbors with weak connections. ‘Computer’ and
‘software’ are examples of ambiguous terms that have many
neighbors with strong associations as well as weak ones.

Let W = {W1, W2, . . . , W|W|} be the set of Web pages
in the collection. Considering a Web page is the vector

of its terms and all pairwise relations between them, ex-
traction of the relational graph of the collection requires

O
�P

Wi∈W |Wi|2
�

time.

4. TERMRANK ALGORITHM
TermRank is a variation of PageRank algorithm that cal-

culates the ranks of the terms in the relational graph. This
section gives a brief background on PageRank and its in-
tuitive explanation. Then, we present the TermRank algo-
rithm alongside its justification for term ranking.

4.1 PageRank
PageRank [11] is a method that calculates the importance

of the nodes in a link (citation) graph of Web pages. The
idea is based on the probability of a “random surfer” visi-
tation to a Web page following the links of Web pages. As
indicated in [11], importance of a Web page is considered
to be proportional to the number important sources
pointing to that page. PageRank computes this recur-
sive definition of importance by utilizing a random walk ap-
proach over the Web link graph. Random walk propagates
the probability of each page to the pages it links to. Given
the link graph G PageRank score for a node is calculated as:

PR(i) = α
X

j∈N (i)−

PR(j)

|N (j)+| + (1− α)
1

|V(G)| (1)

where V(G) is the set of nodes in G, N (·)+ and N (·)− gives
the set of neighbors that are connected to the node with their
outgoing and incoming links respectively. (1−α) is a decay
factor to avoid of rank sinks. Rank sinks [11] are defined
to be a set of nodes which have links between themselves
but no links to the other nodes. Hence these nodes generate
a loop and accumulate rank but they never distribute any
rank outside since there is no outgoing edges. That decay
factor acts as an exit node with certain probability. An
intuitive explanation for the decay factor is given as the
jumping probability of a random surfer to other pages.

4.2 TermRank
Originally PageRank operates on a directed graph, and

edges have no weights. TermRank adopts the PageRank al-
gorithm to incorporate undirected edges and edge weights.
Hence, all edges are considered to be both incoming and out-
going. Additionally, “jumping to a random page” require-
ment in PageRank is not necessary for TermRank since there
are no rank sinks in undirected graphs. Thus decay factor
is not included in our formula. Given a relational graph G,
TermRank can be calculated as follows:

TR(i) =
X

j∈N (i)

TR(j).wijP
k∈N (j) wjk

(2)

where N (·) represents the set of neighbors of the node. Sim-
ilar to [11, 6], to compute TermRank, we use a very efficient
approximation method which iterates Equation 2:

TR(0)(i) =
wiP

j∈V(G) wj
= TF (i)

TR(t+1)(i) =
X

j∈N (i)

TR(t)(j).wijP
k∈N (j) wjk

. (3)



TermRank TF/IDF
iteration: 0 iteration: 20

mac 0.1389 0.2600 0.4606
macintosh 0.0663 0.2262 0.2569

game 0.0764 0.1452 0.3666
ipod 0.0928 0.1270 0.3751
video 0.0568 0.1128 0.2549

computer 0.2147 0.1059 0.4679

contact 0.3537 0.0226 0.3864

Table 1: Ranks of terms based on TermRank and
TF/IDF. The higher value is the higher rank.

In Equation 3, the ranks of the nodes are initialized with
their term frequencies since important terms are assumed
to be potentially frequent in the collection. This initializa-
tion biases the formula towards the nodes with high term
frequencies. Please recall that this set of frequent terms
contains important terms as well as common ones.

ItemRank runs until the difference between to iterations
is less than δ which is a reasonably small value. TermRank
satisfies the extender graph property and hence its conver-
gence is guaranteed [10].

In random walks, a high ranking node needs to satisfy
two essential factors: important neighbors, strong connec-
tions. Please note that the number of links of a node is an
important factor in PageRank due to its non-weighted (or
uniform) links. However, in weighted graphs the strength of
the edges are the determining factor. For instance, a node
with one edge which has a weight of 10 will receive more
rank than a node with 10 edges each of which has a weight
of 1 when the rest of their graphs are identical.

The term ranks from higher to lower will be sorted as
follows: (i) the nodes with many important neighbors and
strong connections, (ii) the ones with some important neigh-
bors and some strong connections, and finally (iii) the ones
with many neighbors and many weak connections. Please
recall that the term rank orderings presented above would
correspond exactly to the desired rankings of discriminative,
ambiguous, and common terms.

Figure 2: The fragment of the relational graph of
apple data. The numbers under the node labels rep-
resent the term and document counts of the corre-
sponding nodes in the Web page collection. Simi-
larly, the numbers on the edges represent the edge
counts.

To illustrate TermRank on an example, Figure 2 which is
part of the relational graph of apple data is adopted from
Figure 1. ‘mac’, ‘macintosh’, ‘game’, ‘ipod’ and ‘video’ are

discriminative terms, ‘computer’ is an ambiguous term and
‘contact’ is a common term. Node weights are initialized as
term counts and δ is set to 0.0001. As presented in Table 1,
initial ranks of the terms are TF values which gives a mixed
ranking in terms of discriminative, ambiguous and common
terms. TermRank converges in 20 iterations and it results
with the desirable ranking of the terms; first five are the
discriminative terms, then the next two are the ambiguous
terms and finally the common term. Conversely, ‘computer’
has the highest rank and ‘contact’ has the third rank in
TF/IDF ranking.

TermRank retrieves each node and edge in each itera-
tion. That means the total running time for k iterations is
O (k(n + m)) utilizing hash tables for nodes and their edges.
In our experiments we found that k is a small constant. Even
for 322 million links, the PageRank algorithm converges in
about 52 iterations [11].

5. EXPERIMENTS

Keyword # of # of Categories
pages terms

apple 648 24455 Computers(463), Fruit(136), Music(21),
Locations(17), Movies(6), Games(5)

dell 33 4141 Arts(18), Computers(11), Authors(4)
gold 670 16043 Shopping(471), Mining(151), Movies(28),

Motors(11), Games(8), Sports(1)
jaguar 138 8460 Cars(78), Video games(48),

Animals(9), Music(3)
jordan 444 15122 Country(249), Music(42), Authors(38),

City(29), Basketball(10), Genealogy(8),
Banks(10), Movies(10), Soccer(1), News(4)

saturn 71 5004 Cars(22), Planets(21),
Anime(19), Video games(9)

tiger 108 8017 Sports(35), Video games(28), Animals(25),
Movies(19), Terrorism(3)

Table 2: Selected search keywords and their corre-
sponding categories in data sets.

In our experiments, we identified some ambiguous key-
words inspired from [16] on Open Directory Project4 (ODP).
ODP is the largest, most comprehensive human-edited di-
rectory of the Web. It is constructed and maintained by
a vast, global community of volunteer editors. We selected
the search keywords ‘apple’, ‘dell’, ‘gold’, ‘jaguar’, ‘jordan’,
‘saturn’ and ‘tiger’ for data collection comprising 2,112 Web
pages and 81,422 unique terms in total. These document
collection statistics are presented in Table 2. During the
preprocessing step, common data types such as percentages,
dates, numbers etc., stop words, and punctuation symbols
are filtered using simple regular expressions.

We used two clustering algorithms to demonstrate the ef-
ficacy of TermRank: K-means and SCuBA [1]. K-means is
one of the most common clustering methods preferred for its
speed and quality. In our experiments the actual number of
clusters K is provided according to the number of matching
ODP categories. For each keyword data, K-means has been
executed 20 times and the results correspond to the average
of all runs. Purity and F-measure deviate in the interval of
±5%. SCuBA is a state-of-art subspace clustering algorithm
that efficiently determines clusters and their related features
(subspaces) by analyzing frequent term sets of documents.
It is originally part of an article recommendation system for
researchers.

The experiments run on an Intel Pentium4 3GHz CPU
with 1GB RAM which had Windows XP operating system.

4http://www.dmoz.org



K-Means SCuBA
TF TF/IDF TermRank TF TF/IDF TermRank

Keyword P E F P E F P E F P E F P E F P E F
apple 0.81 0.84 0.42 0.86 0.86 0.46 0.90 0.57 0.56 0.85 0.65 0.45 0.84 0.69 0.43 0.87 0.60 0.47
dell 0.80 0.65 0.29 0.80 0.65 0.26 0.90 0.28 0.36 1.00 0.00 0.54 1.00 0.00 0.55 1.00 0.00 0.58
gold 0.78 0.65 0.40 0.74 0.87 0.43 0.84 0.74 0.53 0.71 1.11 0.42 0.73 1.03 0.40 0.76 0.95 0.46

jaguar 0.86 0.71 0.41 0.89 0.61 0.44 0.91 0.50 0.52 0.95 0.14 0.19 0.92 0.19 0.19 1.00 0.00 0.24
jordan 0.49 2.51 0.30 0.52 2.10 0.33 0.62 1.76 0.46 0.77 1.04 0.36 0.76 1.14 0.38 0.80 1.01 0.42
saturn 0.51 1.06 0.45 0.55 1.46 0.46 0.76 0.95 0.63 0.68 0.82 0.31 0.71 0.78 0.27 0.80 0.51 0.40
tiger 0.56 1.37 0.48 0.51 1.35 0.45 0.63 1.25 0.54 0.78 0.61 0.46 0.84 0.47 0.51 0.86 0.43 0.58

overall 0.73 1.07 0.39 0.74 1.00 0.42 0.83 0.77 0.53 0.79 0.84 0.40 0.79 0.84 0.40 0.83 0.74 0.45

Table 3: Performance comparison of term ranking methods in K-means and SCuBA. P, E and F refers to
purity, entropy and F-measure respectively.

Figure 3: The overlap of TF/IDF features with the
other methods.

Keyword Sample features Rel. Category

apple cake, pudding, fruit, Fruit
recipe, pie, bread

dell computer, desktop, business, software Computers
gold exploration, mineral, mining, Mining

resources, panning, company
jaguar classic, british, club, car Cars
jordan national, foreign, middle, east Country
saturn playstation, game, arcade Video games
tiger movie, martial, art, hidden, Movies

dragon, crouching, chinese

Table 4: Sample subspaces and their related cate-
gories. One subspace is shown for each search key-
word.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the quality of our results, the computed clus-

ters are compared with the actual categories given in ODP.
We use the common evaluation metrics for clustering [12]:
precision, recall, F-measure, purity, and entropy. Precision,
pij =

nij

ni
and recall, rij =

nij

nj
compare each cluster i with

each category j where nij is the number of Web pages ap-
pear in both the cluster i and the category j, ni and nj are
the number of Web pages in the cluster i and in the cate-

gory j respectively. F-measure, Fij =
2pijrij

pij+rij
is a common

metric calculated similarly to the one in IR. The F-measure
of a category j is Fj = maxi{Fij} and similarly the overall
F-measure is:

F =
X

j

nj

n
Fj . (4)

Quality of each cluster can be calculated by purity and
entropy. Purity measures how pure is the cluster i by ρi =
maxj{pij}. The purity of the entire clustering can be calcu-
lated by weighting each cluster proportional to its size as:

ρ =
X

i

ni

n
ρi (5)

where n is the total number of Web pages.
The entropy of a cluster i is Ei = −

P
j pij log pij . Calcu-

lating the weighted average over all clusters gives the entire

entropy of the clustering:

E =
X

i

ni

n
Ei. (6)

5.2 ODP Results
First we use a wrapper which sends a given search key-

word to http://www.dmoz.org, and collects the resulting
categories and the Web pages that belong to those cate-
gories. Collected pages are categorized by their ODP cat-
egories. Next, all blocks are extracted from the collected
Web pages. About 5% of the collected Web pages in ODP
are defective such as incorrect or redirected urls, erroneous
HTML codes, pages composed of just images, or under con-
struction. For all Web search result collections, TermRank
is quite fast and it runs in less than a milisecond.

The term overlaps in the top-200 for TF/IDF vs. TF and
TermRank are given in Figure 3. TF/IDF and TF have
significant overlap – about 94% on the average. Whereas
TermRank has overlap of only 76%. Hence it is shown
TF and TF/IDF perform very similarly (almost in ±3%
range) as detailed in Table 3. Overall performances of TF
and TF/IDF for both K-means and SCuBA are very close.
On the other hand, TermRank have performed substantially
better for both K-means (purity ≥ +9% and F-measure ≥
+11%) and SCuBA (purity ≥ +4% and F-measure ≥ +5%).

The overlaps in the terms generated by TermRank are the
lowest in jaguar and jordan data sets as shown in Figure 3.
Discriminating terms of the categories are well identified and
properly ranked hence one can see the significant difference
between F-measures of TF, TF/IDF and TermRank in Table
3.

TermRank is shown to be successful in degrading the com-
mon terms. Table 5 presents some obvious common terms
and their ranks. Common terms are indeed placed at much
lower ranks by TermRank than by TF/IDF. Especially in
dell, jordan, saturn and tiger data sets, TermRank very suc-
cessfully reduces the ranks of the common terms. That’s
why TermRank performs better than the other methods in
these data sets.

The quality of clustering in a document collection is af-
fected by other factors such as context dominance and con-
text overlap. If most of the Web pages belong to one cat-
egory, the context of that category dominates the others.
As a consequence, a large amount of the feature terms are
generated from the context of the dominating category and
their ranks are high. In that case, clustering quality re-
duces since the there is not sufficient terms to distinguish
remaining small categories. Apple, gold and jordan are such
examples in our data sets. Computer, Shopping and Country
are the dominating categories in these data sets respectively.
In the second case, Web pages in different categories have



apple dell gold jaguar jordan saturn tiger
tfidf tr tfidf tr tfidf tr tfidf tr tfidf tr tfidf tr tfidf tr

search 465 581 58 411 147 257 181 870 >1000 >1000 141 393 428 >1000
contact 377 557 49 49 128 218 110 192 344 730 192 >1000 374 873
links 110 276 212 533 91 141 35 179 100 561 42 184 170 195
email 151 184 206 >1000 166 227 218 556 639 >1000 898 >1000 218 >1000
news 73 198 199 >1000 75 217 22 283 20 433 186 960 64 231
online 23 142 587 >1000 43 171 175 157 305 >1000 262 499 173 >1000
special 47 537 431 >1000 85 173 246 246 203 297 513 >1000 144 300

copyright 34 202 45 271 198 560 278 960 23 166 >1000 >1000 >1000 >1000
rights 57 124 >1000 >1000 285 690 812 >1000 >1000 >1000 >1000 >1000 >1000 >1000

top-200 7 4 4 1 8 3 5 3 3 1 4 1 4 1

Table 5: Ranks of some common terms in different data sets. ‘tfidf’ and ‘tf ’ refers to TF/IDF and TermRank
respectively. ‘top-200’ row specifies the number terms ranked in top-200.

similar contexts. This is not due to the context ambiguity
or the ambiguity of the terms in the context but exactly the
same context might appear in more than one categories. For
instance, many Web pages in Shopping category have infor-
mation on ‘gold’ as a material which is common in Mining.
Another example is Sports and Video games categories in
tiger data set. ‘Tiger Woods’ is the well-known famous golf
player and ‘golf’ is the main context of the ‘Tiger Woods’
Web pages in Sports category. However, the context is again
‘golf’ in the ‘Tiger Woods’ video game pages in Video Games
category. That is the main reason of the purity of tiger data
set to be lower as presented in Table 3.

High quality term features generated by TermRank can
be very useful in subspace clustering algorithms to produce
precise subspaces. To demonstrate the efficacy, some of the
subspaces generated by SCuBA are presented in Table 4.
Subspaces that serve as the contextual terms of the cat-
egories are accurately identified from the terms generated
by TermRank. For example, in tiger data set the sub-
space refers to the Web pages of ‘Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon’, the famous movie with 4 Oscar awards in 2001.
The movie is originally ‘Chinese’ and about ‘martial arts’.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we show the ineffectiveness of frequency

based term ranking methods such as TF and TF/IDF for
clustering the Web search results. Instead, we provide a
novel term ranking method, TermRank which utilizes ran-
dom walks on a relational graph of the given Web page col-
lection. Our experimental results illustrate the effective-
ness of our algorithm by measuring purity, entropy and
F-measure of generated clusters based on Open Directory
Project (ODP) data.

In this work, we ranked the terms without explicitly cate-
gorizing them into the three categories; discriminative, am-
biguous and common terms. Future work includes clearly
separation of terms into these categories. By categorizing
the terms, common terms can be easily excluded whereas
discriminative and ambiguous terms can be more effectively
used in clustering Web search results.
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